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From the PrinciPal’s Desk

Delhi Public School, Barasat

Dear Readers,

Festive Greetings!

DPS Barasat is ready with yet another edition of “Nava Pallava- the new leaf.”

When each time I sit to write a page in our e-magazine it fills me with intense

emotions as a member of team DPS which is still a sapling and awaiting to get

matured as an evergreen tree under your love and care. Each step we take is as though

we grow a Nava Pallava and fill ourselves with a new hope. This edition of Nava

Pallava is a very special one indeed for many reasons. One of them being the time at

which it is being released i.e on Diwali, the festival of lights. The symbol of victory of

good over evil. The brightness of celebration of power of goodness and greatness.

Over the last one and a half year all of us have been fighting this battle more than any

earlier times. Some of us have seen our dear ones suffer yet we as human have the

strength of purpose and dare to move on. Hence we celebrate our victory, together by

lighting up our own internal lights which help us to fight with indomitable spirit and

leading our team of fighters are our children. The Young Brigade of DPS, Barasat. It is

Ms. Madhumita Sengupta

Principal, DPS Barasat
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evident from their enthusiasm in attending classes and in participating in several

online programmes. It is also evident when they put their thoughts to expressions in

the form of this E- Magazine.

Kudos to all teachers and parents for grooming , guiding and helping our little

‘powerhouse’ in this mission.

I take this opportunity to thank the entire team of DPS Barasat and above all thank the

almighty for taking us from the ‘Darkness to Light’.

“Tamaso Ma Jyotir Gamaya”

Ms. Madhumita Sengupta

Principal.



Festivals-
Tradition v/s. Modern Culture

“Remember to celebrate milestones as you prepare for the 

road ahead.”

- Nelson Mandela.

Absolutely true!!

Dear readers, as we are preparing for our exciting journey towards completion of another

successful academic year of DPS, Barasat, let’s start with a celebration! The celebration

of overcoming all the challenges posed by Covid-19. The celebration of bringing forth

yet another edition of our E-Magazine- ‘Nava-Pallava’! And, the celebration of spirit of

India through festivals which are as diverse as the country’s age old art and cultures.

Regardless of the festival, be it Diwali, Durga Puja or Eid, the celebrations are full of

pomp and grandeur. But there is a deep rooted tradition behind the celebrations. Are we

somewhere forgetting it?

There is a growing perception that the way we celebrate festivals and their meaning has

changed. It’s worth understanding if this is really so. Hence, this very idea has brought us

closer to the thought of having our theme as “Festivals - Tradition Vs Modern

Culture” in the 6th Edition of our Nava-Pallava.

We do have some added glitters in the form of showcasing different events, some

awareness and wonderful celebration of Diwali by our students through various activities.

We assure you nothing but happiness in this edition.

Happy Reading!



The traditions of celebrating Diwali have an age long history. Different parts of

India have different mythological tales supporting the celebration. In North Indian

traditions of Diwali, it is celebrated to honour the victory of Lord Rama over

Ravana and his return to Ayodhya after an exile of 14 years. In South India,

Diwali marks the victory of Lord Krishna over Narakasura. In the eastern

states, especially in West Bengal, on this day the furious Goddess Kali

defeated the demon Bakasura.

Whatever may be the reason or the story, the traditions across the country

remains the same.

The best among them is lighting the houses. India is quite famous for how it

looks in a satellite image during Diwali with lights everywhere.

The traditional way to do is by lighting handmade earthen lamps with oil.

Besides the traditional belief of weakening negative forces or evil spirits

with the power of light, there are some scientific significances of this

lighting Diyas:

1. The heat produced from a diya helps to kill bacteria which tend to increase due

to the weather changes.

2. The five elements are represented in a diya- Earth is represented by the

diya made with clay. Fire is the light itself and burning of the wick. Sky

is light around the flame. Air is the oxygen diffused from air to wick and Water

is the H2O molecules formed at the combustion of oil.

The triumph of light over darkness.

D I W A L I



3. It prevents the power consumption due to electric lamps.

4. The lighting of diya has a psychological significance of emanating positive

vibes and the urge to conquer fears, ego and selfishness.

The saddest part is, in spite of so many benefits, people still run after buying

fancy plastic electric lights. It has majorly affected the potters’ who are struggling

to sell their handmade diyas.

Especially, in pandemic situation people prefer buying “online” than going to the

market to get handmade diyas. People don’t take the “pain” of putting oil and

light the diyas and prefer “shortcuts” of buying dazzling lights while the potters’

family put all their hard work in creating them. While male members of a

potter family engage themselves in preparing the clay and subsequently,

diyas, the womenfolk burn these on furnace and colour them. Sometimes

even the children lend a helping hand. But, all goes in vain.

Hence this year, the students of DPS, Barasat have taken the pledge of

making handmade decoratives like wall-hangings, rangoli stencils and so on

for Diwali, thereby choosing sustainability over trend. Their humble

endeavor would certainly being a smile on the face of such people who

depend on their hard earned money for their living.

-Ishita Das









Since time immemorial India has been

a melting pot of multiple religions.

Thousands of seers, fakirs and saints

have walked the length and breadth of

this Holy Land and have preached

spirituality. India’s special geo-

location on this planet, the two

mountain ranges - Aravalli and

Himalayas ,the labyrinthine network

of numerous rivers that have nurtured

the country and its population for

centuries, the six seasons, flora and

fauna greatly attribute to its spiritual

character. Dussehra is attributed with

the defeat of evil in the hands of good.

It reiterates that India is a nation where

virtue stills triumphs over vices. In

Ramayana, Ravana abducted Rama’s

wife, Sita, to claim vengeance on

Rama & his brother Lakshmana for

having cut off the nose of his sister

Surpanakha.

In the end Rama won the battle &

freed Sita. Thereafter, this victory is

celebrated by burning the effigies of

Ravana, Kumbhkarana & Meghnatha.

A person holds an arrow with a

burning flame shoots it onto an effigy

made in the form of Ravana. This

replica would be made of fire-crackers

and would start bursting once the

arrow with flame strikes it, which

symbolizes the killing of Ravana.

Dussehra (the tenth day) is the climax

of the nine-day-long celebrations of

Navratri.Dashahara (also known as

Dussehra), the tenth day of the bright

half of Ashvina, honors Rama's victory

over the demon Ravana. This day is

marked by large-scale dramas known

as Rama-Lila, which enact the hero

god Rama's life. The highlight of the

day is when devotees explode effigies

of the demon Ravana and his brother

and son that have been stuffed with

firecrackers. Thousands of spectators

cheer the demise of the demons. In

Hindu mythology, it is said that the

demon king Ravana had ten heads.

Dussehra also symbolizes the victory

of our virtues over vices.



There are ten vices that corresponds to

the ten heads of Ravana – Kama(Lust),

Krodha(Anger),Moha (Attraction),

Lobha (Greed), Mada(Over-

Pride),Matsara (Jealousy),Swartha

(Selfishness), Anyaaya (Injustice),

Amanavata (Cruelty) and

Ahankara(Ego). Another interpretation

for the ten heads is the ten indriyas

{five gyan (sensory) indriya + five

karm (instruments of bodily action)

indriya}.Raavana was the son of the

great sage Vishrava and the demon

princess Kaikesi which made him half

Brahmin- half demon. Learning from

his father, Raavana had performed

thousands of years of severe penance to

Lord Brahma and earned invulnerability

to all the gods, demons, and beasts but

man. It was later the demon teachings

of his mother that made him commit

crime after crime.

Finally, Rama being an Aryan, was able

to bring Raavana down. Raavana on his

deathbed realised all the wrongs he had

done and had requested Rama to burn

his body for that was only the way his

soul could be cleansed and he could

transcend. Ravana personifies worldly

personality who runs after the

materialistic things & has prominent

characteristics like desire for power and

greed. On the other hand, Rama the

king of Ayodhya was called Maryada

Purushottam, literally the Perfect Man

or Lord of Self-Control. Rama

personifies our spiritual personality,

Our Own Self which is Love, Peace &

Bliss.Ravana symbolizes Ego & Rama

symbolizes Goodness (Our Real Self

which is Sat Chit Anand). There is an

ongoing fight between the good (Rama)

& the evil (Ravana) in every man at the

physical, mental & emotional level.

Ego & negativity is replaced by Divine

knowledge, love & happiness – that is

the victory of Rama over Ravana {good

over evil}. When Rama wins then there

is only Light (Eternal Happiness).



So, in or life, the choice is ours. Either

we become Ravana & get entrapped in

the worldly pleasures or become Rama

(A spiritual saviour).

Dussehra signifies the victory of good

over evil, magnanimity over pettiness,

righteousness over immorality, virtue

over vices. Burning large effigies of

Ravana on Dussehra points to the

subtle truth that Ravana is still alive

and evil continues to grow in the

present Kaliyuga. Like Sita, all human

souls have been enslaved by Ravana.

So, in order to celebrate Dussehra in

its true spirit, we must completely burn

the Ravana within us, so that he can

never raise his head again. All human

beings become pure when the vices of

lust, anger and greed are eliminated

from our minds and Ravana, the

symbolic evil, is defeated forever.



This is the prayer that has echoed while celebrating Maa Durga’s 10-day sojourn. This is

the tradition that has been passed from one generation to the other with parents,

grandparents helping the little ones to pronounce the Sanskrit mantra.

Many such traditions hold the meaning behind celebrating festivals, particularly Durga

Puja which is one of the biggest festivals celebrated in West Bengal. The idol of Maa

Durga with her 5 children is painstakingly built following traditional principles.

“Yaa Devi Sarva-Bhutessu Shakti-Ruupenna Samsthitaa
Namas-Tasyai Namas-Tasyai Namas-Tasyai Namo Namah”

Every year, on the auspicious occasion of Rathayatra or Ulta Rathayatra, the ritual of 

“KATHAMO PUJA” marks the beginning of the Durga Puja. This tradition comes from 

the centuries-old ritual of Kathamo puja, in which the potters smear the kathamo (frame) 

with lump of black clay to mark the beginning of the 

work on the structure of the idols of the deities. And, 

on the occasion of “KHUTI PUJO”, a puja is conducted 

to revere Lord Vishwakarma, after which artisans start 

constructing the pandal with his blessings. Both has 

huge traditional values which are strictly followed even 

now in many pujo pandals.

Kathamo Puja and Khuti Puja

Still holding on to these age old traditions are the “Bonedi barir Pujo” (household pujas 

of Bengal). These families mostly were affluent and the Zamindars of the yesteryear. 

Bonedi Barir Pujo



Still holding on to these age old traditions are the “Bonedi barir Pujo” (household

pujas of Bengal). These families mostly were affluent and the Zamindars of the

yesteryear. The pujas are all some 100, 200 to even

300 years old. While the Sabarna Roychowdhury

Family Aatchala Puja is celebrated since 1610, the

Sovabazar Raj Barir Puja was started in the year

1757 where people like Lord Clive, Warren Hastings

have visited. Eminent personalities like Ramkrishna

Paramhansa, Swami Vivekananda and Rabindranath

Tagore have visited as well. These pujo have mostly

their own ‘thakur dalan’, which is a public courtyard, often with pillars and

verandahs. The old chandeliers and touch of European architecture will take you to a

different era. The traditions like sacrificing Asian Catfish (Singi fish) in Sovabazar

Rajbari or Maa Durga as Abhaya Maa in Purnendu Chandra Dhar Family or the

traditional bhog in Bhukailash Rajbari which may not have the glam or the rush of

crowd but they still have retained the old flavor without the need to make a lavish

pandal.

The festivals and its celebrations in Metro cities have

changed with the passage of time. It has dimmed the

traditional puja and forced some rituals to cut down.

The modernized concept of “theme-based pandals” has

showcased an innovative and artistic decorative style

over the past few years. Amidst the modern trends of

going to vacations during holidays or “selfie with the

idol”, these puja pandals draw the crowds to see

different marvelous architecture. This year pandal

hoppers witnessed the depiction of Dubai’s Burj

Khalifa. The stunning structure was constructed using

more than 5000 acrylic sheets which is worth

Theme Pujo



appreciating. However, it became the crowd puller during the ongoing second wave

of pandemic. The other themes however, focused on drawing attention towards long

lost traditions like hand-painted advertisements, movie posters which has been lost

in the digital age and even recreation of Kolkata during the 70’s which included

showing how old Kolkata used to perform simple Durga Puja minus the glitters of

thematic Puja. So, while theme Puja can provide a strong message to the general

public through the innovative pandals, it still can’t hold on to the feeling which one

get standing in the peaceful ‘thakur dalan’ or a simple puja pandal with ‘dhaker

awaj’ , listening to divine Sanskrit Slokas and praying to Maa like our own mother,

irrespective of our caste, religion or faith.



(India’s Own Halloween)

Earlier known as “All Hallows’ Eve” meaning “Hallowed evening”, Halloween or

the Ghost festival is celebrated on October 31st as the ancient Celtic festival –

Samhain (the earliest known origin of Halloween) occurred on this day. It marked a

pivotal time of year when seasons changed, but more interestingly, the Gaels (Celtic

people) believed that the veil between this world and the next became thin at this

time, enabling the souls of their ancestors to come & communicate with them. So

they used to lay dinner tables with food to appease the good spirits who then kept

the evil spirits at bay and protected their crops. The people also used to dress as

saints and other disguises to trick ghosts and visit door to door with Jack-o-lanterns;

which laid the bedrock of origin of Halloween costumes and trick-or-treating.

With the modern youth now coming to par with the cultures of the West, Halloween

is gaining immense popularity in India. Especially in the metro cities where people

dress up in varied costumes with scary makeup’s; with entertainment parks, hotels

and restaurants offering scary themed parties and Halloween themed dishes to

events to attract the masses and with kids imbibing up the culture very well.

However, amidst all the zeal and enthusiasm surrounding

Halloween, we often forget that Indians, especially

the Bengalis, have their own version of Halloween

much before the western festival became fashionable

here – The BHOOT CHATURDASHI, when our

forefathers come to the fore. In Bengal’s rich and

lauded folklore, Bhoot Chaturdarshi is celebrated

on the 14th day of Krishna Paksha (the waning phase

of the moon) or on the eve of Kali Puja.



It is similar to Halloween in all its spooky, eerie, ghost-induced glory. It is the day that

Bengalis believe that the veil between this world and the afterlife becomes thin and

fourteen generations of our ancestors (Choddo Purush) roam the earth. Hence the

name, BHOOT CHATURDARSHI.

The Bengalis light 14 earthen lamps around the house or at doorsteps

to guide the spirits of 14 generations of their forefathers home and to ward off evil

spirits. And to keep safe distance from Petni, Brahmadaittyo, Nishis, Gecho bhoot and

other ghouls and ghosts, we Bengalis eat 14 different kinds of leafy greens (Choddo

Shaak) – a much tastier alternative to the pumpkin spiced pies and shakes!

Nevertheless, it has scientific significance too!

Modern logic says that during Autumn in Bengal the climate is quite different than the

other states of India where many bacteria get highly activated, which affect our

digestive systems specially the pancreas, hence having lots of Saags prevent us from

getting affected by them. Having different types of green vegetables especially the 14

saags mentioned not only keeps our digestive system healthy and active but also

supply many of the invaluable vitamins and minerals. The 14 lamps too tend to bring

positive vibes which has psychological significance.

So, though the ever-present influence of the Western world seems to be

indoctrinating the culture of Halloween well into the mind and soul of our youth,

which might not be a bad thing; however, some might feel that our Indian counterpart

seems far more intriguing and generations worth of share of spook and scare.



Out of all the challenges posed by the pandemic, one learning is how to be aware and

cautious about our own health and the atmosphere.

Diwali is no doubt one of the biggest festivals of India, celebrated after almost 10 days of

Vijaya Dashami or Dussehra. Since, the celebrations are quite continuous and In West

Bengal it is also supported by Kali Puja, there is a peak in the amount of pollution

observed.

We are already in between the second wave of the pandemic. In West Bengal, there is a

surge in the number of cases observed. Does that stop us from celebrating?

No, don’t stop your excitement for Diwali but we need to be a little careful, aware and

follow the guidelines:-

 Yes, it is indeed great to come together during celebrations. But, in the current 

scenario of pandemic the first step is to avoid crowd as much as possible.

 Mask On! Don’t forget to cover your nose and mouth.

 Be Sanitizer ready! Always carry sanitizers in nearest

Puja pandals or while meeting someone.

 CAUTIOUS! Don’t ever use sanitizer while lighting 

Diya or bursting crackers. Since, maximum sanitizers 

are alcohol based, they can easily catch fire. Avoid 

bursting crackers as well!

 Avoid eating outside. You can prepare Diwali 

delicacies at home.

 Wash hands with soap and avoid unnecessary contact

with eyes, nose and mouth.



Studies have shown that fire crackers have significant amount of heavy metals

such as lead and cadmium and their fumes contain oxides of sulphur, phosphorous,

nitrogen and carbon, which are highly harmful. The poisonous chemical mix

discharged from fire crackers affect people with asthma and other respiratory

disorders. So, say NO to bursting crackers!

It is a common view after the night of Diwali

that the roads remain filled with remains

of burnt crackers and other waste. Reducing

crackers avoid such pollution. Also, dispose

off waste properly after celebrations.

Select eco-friendly gifts and decorating items

like handmade decorative.

Use safer alternatives e.g. lights, flowers etc to celebrate the festival.

The colours used for rangoli are not eco-friendly. So, when the colours are being

disposed, they pollute the environment. The best solution is to choose organic

colours for Rangoli.

NO TO SOUND POLLUTION: Bursting crackers, loudspeaker etc. can cause

noise pollution which leads to complex health issues.

IN ORDER TO CREATE MORE AWARENESS

STUDENTS OF CLASS-V HAVE MADE INTERESTING

PLACARDS!





Don’t want to create pollution, yet, celebrate Diwali and upcoming festivals with

great fun?? Here we are with some interesting alternatives:

A safer alternative can be the balloon crackers. They are easy to make. The

balloons can be filled with colourful paper flakes, and then one can burst them at

will. Balloon crackers are great fun, and very safe. So, even kids will be able to do

it on their own, which is not the case with firecrackers.

 MAKE SKY LANTERNS: Sky lanterns are simply paper balloons that

float up in the air with the help of candles that are suspended in them. They

are easy to make and it will be so much fun to involve everyone in the family

to make them.

 MAKE DIWALI “KHUSHIYONWALI” FOR OTHERS: 

Discuss with your friends or family and make plans to visit an orphanage or an 

old age home this year. Buy some gifts using the money that you usually spend 

on crackers. You will sure have a memorable time and will feel happy for 

having done meaningful.

 THE BEEJ PATAKHAS: are made using waste cotton paper, seed balls, 

and live seeds, while the packaging is made of paper and recycled cardboard. 

Beej Patakha translates to Seed Crackers. Beej-Patakha are not firecrackers. 

They are plantable seed crackers that have been given the shape of different 

crackers like a flower pot, rocket, etc. India Celebrates Diwali as a festival of 

lights and the triumph of good over evil.

It is an initiative by Divyanshu Asopa, Founder and CEO 
of 21 Fools
The link of the article is provided for the readers: 
https://yourstory.com/socialstory/2021/10/sustainability-
agenda-21fools-seed-fire-crackers-diwali-gifts/amp

https://yourstory.com/socialstory/2021/10/sustainability-agenda-21fools-seed-fire-crackers-diwali-gifts/amp


The Puja hangover hasn’t left us yet. We are missing the madness of the

seemingly timeless party on the street, beats of dhak, sandhya aroti,

Puspanjoli, Dhunuchi nach, the lip-smacking delicacies, and the iconic

sindur khela. The atmosphere of Bengal was energetic and vibrant during

Durga puja. But last year, the scenario was different due to the covid

breakouts. The whole civilization was stupefied and stuck inside the four

walls. It was a terrifying situation in every corner; scientists were finding

out the vaccine, death rates were high and a small contagious virus was

gradually affecting the whole world. Bengalis felt heartbroken, the grand

festivals of 5 days were coming but the cities were locked down. What

would happen in mid-October?

However, in the midst of darkness, light persists. We heard the news of the

discovery of vaccine very shortly, the recovery rate was gradually increasing

and finally, Bengal started to deck up for her grandest festival – Durga puja!

But what about the ongoing covid pandemic? Yes, Durga pujas were

allowed but pandal hopping, movement of people, adda, Anjali all will be

restricted. What? Then where will be the essence of Durga puja? How the

worldwide devotees will witness the pomp and vivid artistic displays of the

pandals as we have a cultue to move from one pandal to other! How will

they behold every detail of the Durga puja and the pandals?



Here the technology saved our tradition and showed an overwhelming way

while relaxing at home we could visit the renowned pandals, the intricate

detailing of the theme puja and the traditional Bonedi bari’s puja just at our

fingertips.

We were introduced to a very new idea of 360° virtual Puja parikroma or

walkthrough which was a unique journey, free from crowds at the comfort

of our home through the visual reality photographs. Since covid-19

restrictions are still in effect, this online venture allows people to visit the

pujas virtually where they can experience magnificent idols, creative

displays, and popular lightings of these venues in real time. Even though

‘tradition’ refers to indigenous and often ancient cultural practices there is

no such things as completely traditional or completely modern, the

concoction between the two forms of organization has great significance for

everyone alive today.

Virtual pandel-hopping is just a click away!
Just click in web-link below and enjoy 👇

www.durgadarshan.org

http://www.durgadarshan.org/
http://www.durgadarshan.org/
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ON HALLOWEEN

On Halloween 2017, I was in the USA. There I dressed as “ the queen of Egypt “. I

celebrated Halloween with my father’s colleagues. I along with other children went to

houses to bring candies and chocolates. We said ‘trick or treat’ then they opened the doors

and gave us the treat. We got so many candies and chocolates that we couldn’t finish them

all on that day. Then at night, we had a party and had cakes and yummy food. There the

houses were decorated with dim lights, skeletons, spiders, etc. It was my first as well as

the last Halloween in the USA, New Jersey where I have enjoyed a lot and had a new

experience.

-Indrakshi Bera (IV-A)

I JUST LOVE TO BE ME

If I were a bird, I would fly,

And overtop the kites; 

If I were an owl, I would hoot, 

Hoot all the nights.

If I were a kangaroo, I would jump, 

Jump and skip and run; 

If I were a kite, I would float,

Float, and say “Hi” to the Sun. 

If I were a star, I would twinkle, 

Twinkle and twinkle all the more;

If I were cloud, I would travel,

Travel to the core. 

Whoever I would like to be, 

I just love to be me. 

-Jeba Rahat (IV-A)

Just last week we have celebrated our biggest

festival Durga Puja. Each year during the month of

October, this festival is celebrated. We wait for

another year to have the next year turn. I realised

that the way of celebration has changed a little bit

while I was talking about it with my grandparents.

Now-a-days this celebration has become little bit

technology based. Earlier Pandal hopping was done

by walking or rickshaw. While in this era we use

motor vehicles/bikes during hopping. Our

grandparents used to go to relatives’ house to

celebrate Bijoya Dashami. In this era, mostly weare

using electronic media to celebrate Bijoya

Dashami.

By the means of electronic media, we can visit

pandals / Durga idols of remote areas virtually.

-Adrish Kundu (III-A)

Durga Puja Celebration-

NOW and THEN 



I have lived abroad most of my life. It was fun, nice, and very welcoming, but it didn’t

feel like home. I moved to India very excited. I only used to come here to visit my

family but now I no longer have the need to do that. And then, every story has its

breaking point, the lockdown happened. I never even got the chance to go outside and

explore where I lived before, I was locked in. It was like a cage, only, my cage was my

home. Nothing good then happened after that since I almost forgot what it felt like to

be out or what it even looked like. I had heard a lot about how these festivals were

celebrated in India, huge pandals, decoration, food, etc. It was very different from how

these used to be celebrated in Dubai. In Dubai, all that I can remember was that we had

gotten a holiday from school, and a lot of homework to do during that week. nothing

else. At first in class, I was kind of surprised by how excited and prepared everyone

was for the puja. I had also become quite curious about what would happen. The

teachers didn’t give us any homework or projects to work on during the week. And

that’s when the covid-19 struck again. I really wanted to go outside that week, and my

family and I had plans. But the Covid had gone worse and my father had cancelled all

our plans and we decided to stay home that week. I was disappointed since I was really

looking forward to going out and exploring. I just hope that this disappointment won’t

last long and by the end of time I’d be able to visit all the places that I missed next

time.

-Kawsar Kazi (VII-A)

My First Durga Puja in India



Rudrakshi : Amma, today I want to ask 

you about festivals. 

Grandma : Sure chutki, ask whatever you 

want to.

Rudrakshi : What is your favourite 

festival,  Amma?

Grandma : Well my favourite festival is 

Diwali.

Rudrakshi : My favourite festival is 

Diwali too. Amma, tell me how you used 

to celebrate Diwali when papa was of my 

age.

Grandma : Before one week of Diwali, 

we used to clear our house and put new 

curtains and covers.

Rudrakshi : You used to clear the house 

alone?

Grandma : No, your grandfather as well 

as your father used to help me a lot.

Rudrakshi : Papa also? Tell me more 

please.

Grandma : I used to light Diyas with 

ghee. I also used to make homemade 

laddoos and other sweet items.

Rudrakshi : But nowadays we buy sweets 

from shop.

Grandma : Do you know we used to 

make candles with papaya leaves?

Rudrakshi : Wow! Very nice. We use 

candles and diyas too. We also decorate 

with Chinese lights.

Grandma : We used to make ‘Alpona’ 

with grounded rice. We also used to go to 

‘Kali Temple’ for worshipping Maa Kali 

and at home we used to do Laxmi puja 

also.

Rudrakshi : We also go to Kali mandir

for puja.

Grandma : I, Along with your father and 

uncle used to burst Crackers.

Rudrakshi : I also like to burst fire 

crackers but nowadays  we are not 

allowed to do that because of  air and 

sound pollution.

Grandma : Yes chutki, I know that. But 

in this Diwali we will use organic eco-

friendly crackers and celebrate Diwali.

Rudrakshi : Yes, we will also have lots of 

sweets.

Grandma : In this Diwali, we will have 

lots of fun.

Rudrakshi : Yes Amma, you are right and 

thank you for sharing your Diwali 

memories with me.

- Rudrakshi Dey (III-A)

CONVERSATION ON DIWALI CELEBRATION 
WITH MY GRANDMA



A festival that we Bengalis wait for is Durgautsav…People, rich and poor alike, according

to their ability, people go to the festival for 5 days. Although the worship of rural Bengal

is few, the number of worship in the suburbs is much higher. And all the themes are

omnipresent. But in the worship of rural Bengal, there is a touch of much more Sabekiana.

It may be unpretentious, but the worship is in accordance with customs and rituals. From

the fifth to the ninth there is worship and on the tenth the idol is Niranjan. Bodhan on the

sixth, Nabapatrika bath on the seventh, Anjali on the eighth, and Sandhipuja on the ninth,

and on the ninth the idol is worshipped in the form of Navadurga. And with it comes

offerings and I say. Pumpkin, sugarcane, banana trees are sacrificed Filled. Then one day

there is a similar arrangement of enjoyment in Sandhipuja, starting from the lighting of

108 earthen lamps, how much more. And after the end of the rules of the puja, the evening

jalsa is also organized… Idol Niranjan. This is a full-fledged puja in Mofasal, Banedibari,

and Sabekiana in rural Bengal, and on the other hand, in urban noise, the budget depends

on the theme. East, somewhere there is Burj Khalifa or somewhere or Eiffel tower; This is

created around the eighth wonder architecture, a huge pendulum is built with light

decoration. Mandapa is decorated in the light. The road is full. The ghats are washed by

the tide. From the alley Road lights, decorations are filled up. There are stalls along with

the pandals and they have a variety of food, fuchka, ice cream, eggroll, chop cutlets and

etc. From the pandal to the Tagore and from the Pandal North to the Pandal South, the

whole city of Kolkata is adorned with a variety of different pujas. All the members of the

puja committee come out in and line together, some clubs initiate Purulia’s Chhau dance

Durga-Utsav



and create a theme of the procession, some put out Mahishashuramardini again, and some

entrepreneurs walk in Ranpa again. Some people perform folk music and some people

perform folk dances. In this way Dhunuchi dance, Dhak kansar with the bell, every club

marches towards Babughat for the purpose of Niranjan of the idol. The end of the

happiness and the wait of one year begins again. Counting the days and waiting for the

arrival of the mother again.

-Sahnik Sarkar (VII-A)

Evolution Of Festivals

-Aarohi Sarkar (II-B)



A  Look into My Favourite Festival - Now & Then

The countdown has begun. The festival of light ‘Diwali’ is knocking at the door. I wait

throughout the year for it. It gives me immense pleasure to put the lights in all over my

house and watch out for the twinkling sky lanterns in the sky. Many people worship

goddess ‘Lakshmi’ and ‘Ganesha’ in this day. We devote ‘Ma Kali’ in our house during

Diwali or Kalipuja in West Bengal.

‘A sky is full of fireworks, a house full of earthen lamps or Diyas, a mouth full of sweets

and enjoyments and gifts with friends and families.’

This is the perfect picture of Happy Diwali. Festivals are celebrated in different ways in

different regions and change along with generations. The way our parents have celebrated

Diwali in their childhood is far more different than us.

Let’s fasten your seatbelt and explore the differences.



Time and situations change the flavours and colours of festivals. The

values and vibes of the festivals are still unchanged. They bring fresh

airs in everyday’s life, increase togetherness and make us happier.

-Ayushman Mondal (II-A)



AMAVASYA RAAT

Kali Puja is celebrated in the month of October or November. Kali Puja is not an ancient

one. It gained popularity in the 19th century in Bengal by Kali saint Shri Ramkrishna.

During Kali Puja (like Durga Puja), worshippers honour goddess Kali in their homes in the

form of clay sculptures and in pandals. She is worshipped at night with Tantric rites and

mantras. She is prescribed offerings of red hibiscus flowers, sweets, riceand lentils. It is

prescribed that a worshipper should meditate throughout the night until dawn. Kali is also

worshipped in other New Moon days too. Three other major Kali Puja observations are

Ratanti Kali Puja, Phalaharini Kali Puja and Kaushiki Kali Puja.

Goddess Kali is known as the protector from all the evils and gives boon to her devotees.

She has the power which can safeguard her devotees from negativity and death.

-Sreyasi Nandi (II-A)

Traditional and Modern Puja

Tanvir: Grandpa, is there any difference in the ways Durga Puja was celebrated in your 

childhood and now?

Grandfather: Yes, there is a difference in the way of celebrating Puja vut the feeling of 

excitement remain the same.

Tanvir: So, in what way it differs?



Grandfather: At our time, there were so much theme based Puja. We generally spent our

time in pandals of our area watching cultural programs.

Tanvir: Don’t you like theme-based Puja?

Grandfather: No, its not like I don’t like watching the arts and the creativity but the

crowd in the pandals during this Covid pandemic is a matter of concern.

Tanvir: Yes, Grandpa, you are right but pandal hopping is also very interesting and

adventurous.

Grandfather: Yes, I used to visit pandals with your grandma and father, and enjoyed the

rides, ice-creams in the puja fair. This festival makes the family to spend time together in

the busy schedule of this modern society.

Tanvir: Yes, Grandpa, thank you for sharing your views regarding the traditional and

modern ways of celebrating Puja.

-Tanvir Islam (II-A)

Durga Puja: Traditional vs Theme Puja:-

Durga Puja is the largest festival of our state. It is observed with great grandeur and

enthusiasm by all sections of the society. This festival is the chief medium of expressing

artistry, creativity and innovation of our people.

Some puja committees organize this puja with an idea of maintaining century old

traditions. Artists concerned are allowed to make idols, decorations as well as pandals to

impress visitors with a pure ritual value of this festival. But some others allow ample



freedom to their concerned artists to express artistry, creativity and innovation breaking

the barriers of old traditional convention.

I believe that, the traditional pujas influence us to learn our rich cultural heritage and

rouse a religious feeling in our mind. But the pujas with modern themes also attract me

much because those use to influence us with their creativity, imagination and

innovativeness which compel us to think about the people whose thoughts sometimes

becomes simply mesmerizing.

However, both these styles make me equally impressed with their two different ways and I

actually do not like to place any one style above or below another.

-Atmaja Sinha (VII-A)

-Tonirika Sengupta (IV-A)



শহর ওগ্রামের পূজা

আমাদের িাঙালীদের সিদেদে বিে উৎসি েুর্ গা পূজা। পূজার োরবেন খুি হহ হুদলাদেকাদট।

নতুন জামা, িনু্ধদেরসাদথ খখলা, একসাদথ ঠাকুর খেখদত যাওো, সি বমবলদে খুিআনন্দ হে।

আমাদেরআিাসদন পঞ্চমীর বেন ঠাকুর এদস যাে।অষ্টমীর বেনঅঞ্জবল খেওোর পর সিাই

একসাদথ িদস বখেুবে খাই। িবতবেন সন্ধযার সমে সাাংসৃ্কবতকঅনুষ্ঠান হে। খকউর্ান র্াে, খকউ

আিৃবি কদর, খকউ িা নাে কদর।তদি র্ত েু-িছর খকাবিড-১৯এরজনয সাাংসৃ্কবতকঅনুষ্ঠান

হদেনা। র্তিাদররআদর্রিার পূজােআমারা োর িনু্ধ বমদল নাে কদরবছলাম।

আমাদেরগ্রাদমর িাবে িাবলসাই গ্রাদম। তাজপুর সমুদ্রসসকদতর খুি কাদছ। োেু ও ঠাকুমা

খসখাদনই থাদকন। েশমীর পদরর বেন িািা, মা ওআবম গ্রাদমর িাবেদত যাই। িািার সাদথ

সমুদ্রসসকদত যাই বিদকলদিলা।সমুদ্রসসকদতআমার হা াঁটদত িাদলালাদর্। িািারা যখন খছাদটা

বছদলা তখন োর-পা াঁেটা গ্রাদম একটটই পূজা হদতা। তখন পূজার সমে রাদতআদলার িযিস্থা বছল

না। বেদনর খিলােঅদনক েরূ পাদে খহাঁদট ঠাকুর খেখদত খযত। পূজার পযাদেদলর সামদন খমলা

িসত। খমলােঅদনক খখলনার খোকান ও বিবিন্ন ধরদনর খািাদরর খোকান থাকত। গ্রাদমর

িাবেদত একটা বিশাল পুকুরআদছ। ওদতঅদনকমাছ। িািাদের খছাদটাদিলাে নিমীর বেন পুকুদর

জাল বেদেঅদনকমাছ ধরা হদতা। সিআত্মীেরাআমাদের িাবেআসত। েুপুদরজবমদে খাওো

োওো হদতা।

-আদিত্রী দিদর (দিতীয় শ্রেদি)



সামেদিয়ানা েনাে আধুদনি সংসৃ্কদত

সাক্ষাৎকার-১

নাম- শ্রীমতযা র্ীতা মজমুোর

সমেকাল - বিাংশ শতাব্দীর পঞ্চাদশর েশক

স্থান - েিপুকুর, উির ২৪ পরর্না

সাাংসৃ্কবতক েেগা ও বিশ্বাস - সাদিবকোনা

ওনার কাদছ সাদিবকোনা হদলা একটা বিশ্বাস, আমাদের

ঐবতহয ও সাংসৃ্কবতদক িা াঁবেদে রাখা ও লালন-পালন করার

একটা উপাে। খযমন সটঠক হিবেক বনেদম পূদজা করা, 

পূজার বেন খমদেদের শাবে ও খছদলদের ধুবত - পাঞ্জািী

পদর, খািাদরর মদধয লুবে - আলুর েম িা বিউবলর ডাল আর

আলু খপাস্ত।আসদলআমাদের ঐবতহযই আমাদের বিবি, 

তাই তাদক কখদনাই অিদহলা করা উবেত নে|

নাম- শ্রীমতী খমৌলী মজমুোর

সমেকাল - বিাংশ শতাব্দীর আবশর েশক

স্থান - েিপুকুর, উির ২৪ পরর্না

সাাংসৃ্কবতক েেগা ও বিশ্বাস - আধুবনকতা

সাক্ষাৎকার- ২

আধুবনকতা হদলা, সমদের িা কাদলর উপদযার্ী হদে ওঠা।

বেন্তা িািনার িশস্ততা ঘটটদে, যুক্তির মাধযদম বিোর -

বিদিেনা কদর এবর্দে েলা। খতমবন আমার মদন হে, নতুন

যা বকছু, সিটাই পরখ কদর খেখা। খযমন খপাশাক কুবতগ -

েুবেোর, ক্তজন্স - টপ, খািাদর ধদরা োউবমন - এর্দরাল -

র্াবল গক বেদকন| বনেদমর খিোজাদল আটদক খথদক,

জীিদনর আনন্দগুদলা খযদনা হাবরদে না যাে।



সাক্ষাৎিার গ্রাহমির দেেৃদত

নাে -

শ্রেিী –পঞ্চে

দেভাি – খ

সাক্ষাৎিার-১ -আোর ঠািুরো

সাক্ষাৎিার-২ -আোর ো

েতােত : উভময়র সাক্ষাৎিার দনময় আোর েমন হম া, সমেদিয়ানার

োধযমে আোমির ঐদতহয - সংসৃ্কদতমি ধমর রাখমত হমে, আোর যুমির

উপমযািী হময় যা দিছু নতুন তামিও শ্রখা া েমন গ্রহি িরমত হমে।

সামেদিয়ানা ও আধুদনিতার শ্রে েন্ধমন িম়ে উঠমে এি সুন্দর - সুস্থ

সোজ।

দিেপুমজা নাদি দনখাি সামেদিয়ানা ---এিটি দেতিক
দনে কাি।

আিার ক’খর িলার িদোজন হেদতা খনই খয ‘পুদজা’ িলদত এদক্ষদে েুর্ গাপুদজার কথাই িলা

হদেদছ। সেয মা েুর্ গা বিদর খর্দছন হকলাদস, এখন মতগযিাসী তা াঁদক বনদে খয অে্িুত জল্পনা-

কল্পনাে খমদতবছদলা এ ক’টা বেন, এ খলখা িলা যাে তারই েবি গতেি গণ। তাদকই বছাঁদে-খকদট যুক্তির

পাহাে র্ো,কখদনাআদিদর্র নেীটাদক িইদে খেওো হৃেদেরঅন্তঃপুদর।



মূল িিদিয আসার আদর্ িাঙাবলর েুর্ গাপুদজা সম্পদকগ কদেকটা কথা। েুর্ গাপুদজার ইবতহাস

িহুকাদলর। পুরাদণ এ পুদজার সূেনা সম্পদকগ খিশ বকছু কাবহনী পাওো যাে। খকালকাতাে এ

উৎসদিরআদোজন শুরু হে বকছু ধনীপবরিাদরর হাত ধ’খর। অতঃপর বিাংশ শতাব্দীর িথমিাদর্

িিানীপুদর িাদরাজন িনু্ধ বমদল িথম িাদরাোরী পূজার আদোজন কদর। এ শতাব্দীরই নব্বইদের

েশদক শুরু হে পুদজার এক নতুন আবিক। তাদক িলা হদত লার্দলা বথমপুদজা। কী এই

বথমপুদজা? বেরােবরত মূবতগর িেদল, খেনা পবরবেত মণ্ডদপরআেল খিদঙ খিদল খকাদনা বিষেদক

খকদন্দ্র খরদখ এক নিবনম গাণ। এখন যবে বিতকগ ওদঠই সাদিবক পুদজা নাবক বথমপুদজা, তদি

আমার টান খয িােীদনর বেদকই স্বীকার না ক’খর উপাে খনই।

প্রিেতঃ পুদজা খতা আরাধনা। েুর্ গাপুদজা িাঙালীদের িধান

‘উৎসি’িদট, তাই ি’খল বিতরকার সমপ গণটা খতা আর

উৎসদির হুদলাদে হাবরদে খযদতপাদরনা! বথমপুদজাে

বকন্তু খসই িক্তিিাদিরঅিািআদছ। খস বনদজর সৃটষ্টর

র্দি গখকমন খযনআর সিবকছুদক ম্লান ক’খর খেখদছ,

এমনবক সমপ গণ,িক্তি…এগুদলা খসখাদন িস্তাপো শব্দর

মদতা িীষণ অসমঞ্জস।

দিতীয়তঃ িতগমান বথমপুদজাগুদলাদক খেখদল মদন হদি খযনজনসমার্দমর িবতদযাবর্তা



হতবরই তার এককউদেশয। িবতদযাবর্তাে সকলদক একপাংক্তিদত রাখা যাে না। বনদজর

িবতিার খজাদর অনযদকঅপাাংদিে করদত না পারদল কীদসর িবতদযাবর্তা! অথে উৎসি

আমাদের খসইআটঙনা খযখাদন যািতীে উাঁেু-নীেু খিে িুদল, যািতীে হিষদমযর খিাধদক

খেশান্তদরপাটঠদে পরস্পদরর হাত ধ’খর থাকা যাে; অন্ততঃ এমনটাই খতা কথা বছদলা। বকন্তু

যখনআরাধনা পবরণত হে খরষাদরবষদত, িক্তির িেদলআবিিগাি হে বিজ্ঞাপনীশক্তির, পুদজা

তখন হদে যাে খেখনোবরর সস্তা েটক। খেখা খেে খরার্ীরপাদশ শব্দেষূণ রূদপ, হদে ওদঠ

রাত খশদষর েুঘ গটনার কারণ। লকডাউন ও িনযাকিবলত িাাংলাে খকাটট টাকার র্েনাে

সজ্জিতমাদকও িড্ড খিমানান লাদর্।

তৃতীয়তঃ নতুন বকছু ক’খর খেখাদনার তাবর্দে বথমপুদজাগুদলা খকমন খযন বেদশহারা হে

পেদছ। তাদের োেহীনকল্পদলাদকর খেৌরদত্ময যখন মণ্ডপ সজ্জিত হে জদুতার মালাে তখন

তা আমাদের রুবেদিাধদক িেঙ্কর আঘাত কদর। তাদের জনদমাবহনী পুদজার আকাশদছা াঁো

আদলাদকাৎসার হদে ওদঠ র্িীর রাদতর বিমানোলদকর বিিীবষকা। তখন উৎসদির খকন্দ্রীে

বিষে উমার আর্মদনর সাদথ বথমপুদজার আর িাে খকাদনা খযার্সূে থাদকনা। িাণস্পশ গ

হাবরদে তা খকিল বিবিন্ন সাংস্থার িাৎসবরক বিজ্ঞাপদন পবরণত হে।

চতুি কতঃ খযার্সূে হারাদনারআদরক সূক্ষ্ম েৃশয ধরা পদে

যখন মূবতগ বনম গাদণ িােশঃ উলট-পুরাদণর ছবি খেখদতপাই।

পুরাণদক নিতররূদপ িযাখযা িহুকাল ধ’খর েদলআসদছ, 

নেদতা পুরাণ তার মূলয হারাদি। বকন্তুঅেক্ষ িযক্তির হাদত

পেদল এই েৃশযােদন নানা বিকার খেখা খেদিই যা বকছুদক্ষদে

িড্ডঅমাক্তজগত।

একথা সতয বথমপুদজা একিকার নিবনম গাণ, আরনতুনদক ছােপে বেদতই হদি, নদেৎ

েুবনোটা অেলোেতন হদেপেদি। পুরাদণর নি িযাখযাওজরুরী, পুদজার সিাে িহুতর



িযে-ও হেদতা খাবনকটা আিশযক, কারণ িহু মানুদষর জীবিকার পথ এদত খুদল যাে, িহু

নতুন জীবিকার সন্ধানও খমদল। খকাদনা বকছুর ঔৎকষ গসাধদনর জনয সামানয িবতদযাবর্তার

মদনািৃবিও হেদতা সটঠক আর সামানয েটকও খনহাৎ মন্দ নে, নেদতা খরাজকার খথদক

পুদজার বেন আলাো হে কী ক’খর? বকন্তু বিষে হ’খলা খকাদনাবকছুই পুদজার মূলিাি খথদক

েদূর সদর বর্দে নে। আধুবনকতা আিহমাদনর কাঠাদমাদতই বনবম গত হে। আর খস কাঠাদমা

িহুযুর্ হদত খেশীে জল-হাওোে পুষ্ট। খেশ-কাদলর খিাধ িুদল বর্দে োবেত্বহীন আধুবনকতা

উন্মাদের িলাদপর নযাে। খস আধুবনকতার ধ্বজাধারী আবম নই। আর িশ্ন খযখাদন

েুর্ গাপুদজার, খসখাদন খতা নই-ই।

িাঙাবলর কাদছ উমা তার ঘদরর খমদে ----- িড্ড িাদলািাসার। খর্াটা িছর সিাই তা াঁর

অদপক্ষাে িদস থাবক। িাঙাবলর মানসেদক্ষ শরদতর খরােুর, কাশিুল আর বশউবলর র্দন্ধর

সাদথ েশিুজা মাদের, খমদের খসই সাদিবকরূপই খযন বেরবিরাজমান।

-শরিযা পািী (ষষ্ঠ শ্রেদি)

আমার ঠাকুরো, ঠাকুরমা তাদের খছাদটাদিলাে েুর্ গািবতমা েশ গদনরজনয আকুল হদে

থাকদতন। শারেীো উৎসি পাবলত হদি ি’খলঅদনকআদর্ খথদকই মদন মদন িস্তুত

হদতন। তখন নতুন জামা-পযান্ট পদর েদূর েদূর িবতমা েশ গন করদত খযদত হদতা, 

কারণ িবত গ্রাদম িবতমা পুদজা হদতা না। তখনকার বেদন পযাদেদল খতমন খকাদনা

সাজসিা থাকত না। সাধারণিাদি ১/২টট ক্তেপল টাটঙদে তার তদল িবতমা পূজা

হদতা। এখনকার মদতা জা াঁকজমক বছল না। তিুও িাবের িদোদের সাদথ েল খিাঁদধ

ঠািুরো ও ঠািুরিার িিু কাপুমজারস্মৃদত



েদূর েদূর িবতমা েশ গদনর জনয সকাল ৯টার মদধয স্নান খসদর খিবরদে পেদতন। খুি

আনন্দ উপদিার্ করদতন তা াঁরা। িাবের বনকদট খকাদনা িাজার থাকত না। পুদজা

উপলদক্ষ মণ্ডদপর আদশপাদশ খছাদটাখাদটা খমলা িসত। খসখান খথদকই খখলনা খকনা

হদতা, বমটষ্ট খাওো হদতা। ওই খমলা খথদক িাোম, পা াঁপে, েপ, ক্তজবলবপ খখদতন

িদোদের সদি খুবশ মদন। েরূ েরূাদন্ত িবতমা েশ গদনর যাওোর খসই সুখকর স্মৃবত তাদের

মদন এখদনা বিরাজকদর,জীিদন খস স্মৃবত তা াঁরা খকাদনাবেন িুলদত পারদিন না।

-অদিজা শ্র াষ (তৃতীয় শ্রেদি)             

আজিশেী

আজ সকাল খথদক আমার খুি মন খারাপ। আজ খয বিজে েশমী। আজ আমাদের

পূজামণ্ডদপ বর্দে েুর্ গা মাদক িললাম, ‘তুবম এত কম বেন থাদকা খকন? আর

কদেকবেন থাকদল কি মজা হদতা!’ তখন মা েুর্ গা আমার কাদন কাদন িলদলন,

‘খতামাদের খতা পোদশানা করদত হদি, তাই জদনযই খতা আবম কম বেন থাবক।’

আবম আমার োেুদক ক্তজজ্ঞাসা করলাম—‘খতামাদের সমেটাে েুর্ গামা এত কম

বেন থাকদতা?

তখন োেু িলদলন, ‘আমাদের সমে েুর্ গাপুদজা বছল অনযরকম োো। তুবম শুনদি খসই

র্ল্প?

আবম িললাম, ‘হযা াঁ হযা াঁ শুনি।’



োেু – না োো আমাদের সমদে এত ঘটা ক’খর পযাদেল সাজাদনা হদতা না, িরাং

েুর্ গামক্তন্দর পবরষ্কার ক’খর তাদত রঙ করা হদতা। িুদলর মালা, িেীপ ইতযাবে বেদে

সাজাদনা হদতা। এখনকার মদতা ইদলবিকআদলার সিার কথা িািাই খযত না।

আবম – খতামরা নতুন খপাষাক পরদত?

োেু – নতুন খপাষাক পরতাম, েুর্ গামক্তন্দদর িাই-খিাদনরা বমদল সারাবেন কাটাতাম, অল্প-

স্বল্প পটকা িাটাতাম। বকন্তু এখনকার মদতা শব্দিাক্তজ তখন বছল না। তখন এত

শব্দেষূণ ও িােুেষূদণর িোিহতাও বছল না। পবরদিশঅদনক বনম গল বছল।

আবম – তাহদল খতামরাআনন্দ করদতকীিাদি?

োেু – আমরা হেদতা খতামাদের মদতা রদকট, তুিবে, আর বিবিন্ন ধরদনর শব্দিাক্তজ

িাটাতাম না, বকন্তু িনু্ধদের সাদথ সারাবেন নানা খখলাধুদলা ক’খরই আমাদের পুদজা

কাটদতা, যা খতামরা এখন করার সুদযার্ই পাওনা।

আবম –আরকী কী খািার খখদত?

োেু – আমাদের সমে এত খরদস্তা াঁরা বছল না। আমরা অষ্টমীর বেন বখেুবর খিার্ খখতাম।

তার স্বাে বছল অনযরকম োো। খস খতামরা িুঝদি না। িাবেদত মাদের হাদতর হতবর

নানারকম নােু, খমাো, পাদেস, মালদপাো, ক্ষীর সিই বছল আমাদের কাদছ অমৃত।

আমরা িাবেদতই পা াঁঠার মাাংদসর খঝাল – িাত খখতাম। তখন বিবরোনী খাওোর এত েল

বছলনা।

আবম – খতামাদের সমদে সি এতঅনযরকম বছল খকন োেু?

োেু – এটাই খতা সমদের বনেম োো। সমে সতত িদে েদল, সমে পবরিতগনদক বনদেগশ

কদর। পুরাতন সমেদক আমাদের জানদত হদি, তদি খতা আমরা িতগমান হদে

িবিষযদতর বেদক এদর্াদত পারি। এখদনা খতা সাদিবক পুদজা হে, তার পাশাপাবশ বথদমর

পুদজাও হে।

আবম – োেু খতামার এখনকার পুদজা িাদলালাদর্?



িািু – আমার খছাদটাদিলা মাদন আবম যখন টঠক খতামার মদতা বছলাম। তখন আবম

আমার মা, িািা, িাই-খিাদনদের সাদথ এক গ্রাদম থাকতাম। খসই গ্রাদমর নাম

‘মহাজন’গ্রাম।

আদে – খসখাদন খকমন েুর্ গাপুদজা হদতা?

িািু –আমাদের সমদে এত িাদরাোবর পূজার িেলন বছদলা না োো।

আদে – িাদরাোবর পূজা মাদন কী োে?ু

িািু – ‘িাদরা-ইোবর’ কথাটট খথদক ‘িাদরাোবর’ শব্দটট এদসদছ অথ গাৎ অদনদক বমদল

একসাদথ পূজার আদোজনদক িলা হে ‘িাদরাোবর পূজা’। খযমন এখন বিবিন্ন স্থাদন

িেুর সাংখযাে এই পুদজা হে।

আদে – এিার িুঝলাম খয বিবিন্নক্লাদি ক্লাদি খয পুদজা হে তুবম তার কথা িলছ।

িািু – আমাদের সমদে বিবিন্ন িাবের েুর্ গামক্তন্দদরই িবতিছর েুর্ গাপুদজা হদতা। সকদল

খসই পুদজাদতইআনন্দ করদতা।

আদে – খসখাদন পযাদেল হদতা না?

োেু – হযা াঁ, এখনকার পূজার িবতমা সিা, পূজামণ্ডদপর কারুকাজ সিই বশল্পীদের

বনপুণ েক্ষতার পবরেে। ইদলবিকআদলাকসিাও িশাংসনীে। বকন্তু সহযসীমার মাো

অবতক্রম ক’খর শদব্দর তীব্রতা িাবেদে এই খয সাউেবসদেদমর িযিহার, সাাংসৃ্কবতক

অনুষ্ঠানদক খকন্দ্রকদর হুদলাে, এগুদলা সইদত পাবর না। বনরিক্তেন্ন শব্দিাক্তজরআঘাত

িদোই উদের্ হতবর কদর।

আবম – খতামাদের সমদের পুদজার র্ল্প শুদনআমার খুি িাদলা লার্ল।

-অঞ্জিষু্ণ সাহা (দিতীয় শ্রেদি)



'परंपरा बनाम आधुननक संसृ्कनि'

'परंपरा बनाम आधुननक संसृ्कनि' निषय पर, मैं, ईनिका मजूमदार, आधुननक संसृ्कनि का पक्ष लेना

चाहंगी। आधुननकिा से हमारा िात्पयय निकास या पररिियन से है। इसका िाब्दिक अर्य है नक आज

समाज में जो प्रचनलि है िह आधुननकिा है। मैं हर चीज में बदलाि को स्वीकार करिी हं। कपडों

में, खाने में, सीखने के िरीकों में और सबसे महत्वपूर्य बाि यह है नक लोगों की माननसकिा में

बदलाि आिा है। आपके अनुसार कौन सा अनधक आरामदायक है- साडी या िर्य और जीसं?

नबजली से चलने िाला पररिहन भी कमाल का है। हमारे नदन में, आप नू्ययॉकय में नाश्ता, लंदन में

दोपहर का भोजन और नई नदल्ली में राि का खाना खा सकिे हैं। कार और र्रक हमें बहुि दूर िक

ले जा सकिे हैं और नमनर्ों में हमारी जरूरि की हर चीज की आपूनिय कर सकिे हैं। र्ाइफाइड

जैसे रोग अब एंर्ीबायोनर्क दिाओं के उपयोग से कुछ ही घंर्ों में ठीक हो सकिे हैं। आप छोर्ी

और हल्की प्रार्नमक नचनकत्सा नकर् भी प्राप्त कर सकिे हैं। अब, एक बचे्च के रूप में, मुझे पिा है

नक खुद को स्क्रीन से दूर करना मुब्दिल है। िह नदलचस्प नफल्ो,ं कारू्यनो,ं खेलों और क्या नही ं के

कारर् है। आजकल, आधुननक बुननयादी ढांचे और ऑनलाइन कक्षाओं के कारर् निक्षा प्राप्त

करना काफी सरल है। यह सब आधुननक िकनीक की िजह से संभि हो पाया है। हम सभी

आधुननक जीिन जीिे हैं लेनकन हम अपनी संसृ्कनियों और परंपराओं को नही ं भूलिे हैं। लचीला बनें

और पररिियनों को स्वीकार करें । मुझे यह कहिे हुए खुिी हो रही है नक कुल नमलाकर इस

आधुननक जीिन ने महामारी के दौरान हमें और अनधक लाभाब्दिि नकया है।

"कल की आधुननकिा आज की परंपरा है और आज की आधुननकिा कल की परंपरा होगी” -

जोस एंडर ेस

धन्यिाद।

-इनिका मजूमदार कक्षा -६





VIRTUAL TOUR REPORT

Today we the students of CLASS:-V-A, DPS Barasat went for a

virtual tour to Jim Corbett National Park, Uttarakhand. At the

entrance we saw a deer running from this side to that side. I was not

much excited when I saw a deer as deer are common in every

national park. While going deep in the national park we saw groups

of huge Asian Elephants. Next, there was a little Royal Bengal Tiger

in the water. After travelling 5-7 km we saw a jackal. And last there

was a tiny owl sitting on the branch of a tree. In future one-horned

rhinoceros will be brought to Jim Corbett National Park. I had a

very interesting tour. I wish I could visit Jim Corbett National Park

physically with my friends and enjoy even more.

-JUNAID HOQUE (V-A)

VENUE:-ONLINE CLASS

DATE:- 14/07/2021

TIME:-8:20 A.M. TO 9:00 A.M.



Virtual Teacher’s Workshop

The session was conducted by Ms. Sanchi Bohra, IKEGAI, MUMBAI. It started with a

video which gave a glimpse on how awesome we can be and how we should always look

for our purpose being a teacher. It is important to realize the ethics, values and culture

while working in an organization. Some important concepts like ‘Personal Growth’ and

‘Culture of a team’ was also explained. The vision for the school as a team was framed by

the teachers again by gathering all the values which as teachers and colleagues was

believed to be present. Some ideas on quick breaks between working sessions were also

shared.

IKEGAI WORKSHOP:
CREATING A SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL CULTURE

HRDC: DpS Society
DEVELOPING SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL SKILLS

“The workshop was arranged by HRDC DPS Society on 28th July, 2021. The main speaker

was Ms. Vinita Sehgal and along with her the associate speaker was Ms. Vani Amrit (Special

Educator and Behavior Therapist). There were various participants from different branches

of DPS. The webinar was so informative that we got to know about different behavioral

management of children, strategies to handle challenging behavior, definition of socio-

emotional skills and smart goals. We also got a brief idea about growth mindset vs fixed

mindset, about reinforcement and also types of communication and how it is helpful in case

of teachers and students relationship.”

-Ms. Sangita Dubey & Ms. Taniya Saha



Virtual Teacher’s Workshop

“An online session on ‘Developing Reading Skills’ in everyday teaching was conducted by

The DPSS, HRD Centre by Dr. Jennifer Summerlin. The session started with her

explaining that a reader should be interested enough to read a particular text in order to

understand and comprehend the text effectively. Dr. Jennifer also focused on how to utilize

the general strategies for teaching students to read with comprehension and that our

reading fluency and accuracy depends on some variables such as level of understanding,

confidence, and familiarity with the text. The wrong notion which we had that, the better

he /she sounds, the better he/she comprehends was clarified by Dr. Jennifer. She also

emphasized the benefits of reading aloud, shared reading, and guided reading in a

classroom. She explained the various strategies of how to teach reading comprehension in

a classroom. She stressed the importance of visualization and questioning while reading.

The session was beneficial for us as it provided us with ideas of how to enhance the

reading and comprehension skills of our students in the classroom.”

-Ms. Priyanka Sengupta

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY
DEVELOPING READING SKILLS

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY
TOOLS TO RECOGNISE AND CHALLENGE 

GIFTED STUDENTS

The main topics discussed in the webinar included the definition of being “gifted”, how to

find them in our classrooms and some of the differentiation strategies to cater to such

students. The webinar definitely helped to clear a wrong notion about gifted children and

beautifully defined it as the students who experience abilities in a different way. Dr.

Lannie kanevsky, associate professor, Simon Fraser University, Canada conducted the



Virtual Teacher’s Workshop

the webinar and gave a handout with list of activities and behavioral criteria that can be

observed by providing a challenging activity to the children. The overall take away was

that we need to identify and give children challenging opportunities that are attuned to

their extraordinary strengths, capacity and preferences to learn.”

- Ms. Debapriya Saha and Ms. Sanchari Sarkar

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY
Madhubani painting

“The Webinar was organised by HRDC, DPS SOCIETY. The main spoke person was

Ms.Sushila Prakash. The webiner was focused on rich historical journey of Madhubani

Painting since the time of Ramayana to present. Different styles of Madhubani art with

different celebrations were highlighted and application of Madhubani in different mediums

from wall art to textile and interiors was explained. There was also a practical

demonstration for understanding the rhythm and harmony of Madhubani art with simple

yet balanced repeat of motifs.“

- Ms. Sutandra Ghosh & Mr. Parijat Dey

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY
STORY TELLING WITH DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION-

IDEATION A PICTORIAL TECHNIQUE

“The Webinar was organised by HRDC, DPS SOCIETY. The main spoke person was Ms.

Yao Xiao who explained the art of illustration in an excellent way. She demonstrated the

art of illustration from manual to digital platform and described how illustration and

pictorial techniques can be helpful in teaching any subject which can enrich the

imagination power and develop ideas in students.”

– Mr. Parijat Dey



Virtual Teacher’s Workshop

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY
Understanding karaka & vibhakti through

Paninian grammar

“The workshop was arranged by HRDC DPS Society. The topic of that day was

Understanding Karaka and Vibhakti through Paninian Grammar Skills which was a very

interesting and innovative one. The main speaker was Ms. Vinita Sehgal and along with her

the associate speaker was Mr. OM Nath Bimal (Professor). There were various participants

from different branches of DPS whereas from DPS BARASAT. I am very happy that I got

the opportunity to participate in this webinar”

– Ms. Punam Gupta

The workshop was arranged by HRDC DPS Society. The topic of that day was Different

Dimensions of Hindi Gadh. (नहंदी गध के निनिध आयाम) which was a very interesting and

innovative one. The main speaker was Ms. Vinita Sehgal and along with her the associate

speaker was Professor Satyaketu Sanskrit. There were various participants from different

branches of DPS whereas from DPS BARASAT.”

- Ms. Punam Gupta

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY

न ंदी गद्ध के निनिधआयाम

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY

न ंदी कनििा की निकाि यात्रा

“The main theme of this workshop was to give information about the developmental aspects

of Hindi poetry Professor Ram Gopal Singh ji, starting his speech, giving information about



Virtual Teacher’s Workshop

about the entire dimension of Hindi poetry. In this workshop, the poems of all the poets and

the way to teach the students in the class in an easy way were also told. This workshop was

very good and informative. I consider myself lucky that I got the opportunity to participate

in this workshop.”

-Ms. Punam Gupta

a

“The main theme of this workshop was to give information about ways to make Hindi

language interesting. How Hindi can be easily explained to the students, this topic was duly

discussed. Professor Rajendra Prasad Gautam ji started his speech in Hindi language.

Professor ji was very knowledgeable, he had solved even the most difficult subjects easily.

Now a days children are getting disinterested towards Hindi, the main reason for this is

knowledge of English is mandatory in all offices nowadays. Got this knowledge from

Professor ji that how to create awareness about Hindi in children through dramatization of

stories, can create awareness in them by getting poetry recited and always the easy lesson

should be taught first and we should go from easy to difficult.”

-Ms. Punam Gupta

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY

आइए न ंदी भाषा निक्षणको रोचक बनाए

“The Webinar was organised by HRDC, DPS SOCIETY. The main spoke person was Dr.

Synthia Smith, Internationally claimed music educator and performer. The session was

focused on technical processes for teaching music in classroom. Reading notations,

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY

MUSIC LITERACY AND TECHNIQUES



Virtual Teacher’s Workshop

understanding moods and harmony of music, relationships between Indian and Western

music was discussed in the session. Impact of breathing exercise for developing singing

skill was explained in the webinar”

-Mr. Parijat Dey

“The Webinar was organised by HRDC, DPS SOCIETY. The main spoke person was 

Ms.Victoria Samek, a critically acclaimed International Musician. The session was focused 

on developing thinking process and performing science for becoming a performer. 

Importance of daily practice and developing psychological strategies for becoming a 

performer was beautifully explained in the webinar. “

- Mr. Parijat Dey

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY
ORGANISE, PRIORITIZE, COMMIT- THE PRACTICE AND PERFORMANCE 

PROCESS

“The Webinar was organised by HRDC, DPS SOCIETY. The main spoke person was Dr.

Shamvabi Das, a leading Indian Classical Vocalist and Music therapist. The session was

focused on Richness of Indian Music with its varieties and how music is has connectivity

with nature. How music develops the neurological system and creates a positive vibration

in overcoming stress was explained in the webinar. “

- Mr. Parijat Dey

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY
MUSIC EDUCATION AND AWARENESS TOOLS



IKEGAI WORKSHOP:
DEFFECTIVE EXECUTION OF A LESSON

Virtual Teacher’s Workshop

The session was conducted by Ms. Sanchi Bohra, IKEGAI, MUMBAI and was started with

teachers involved in a fun dance. This gave us the idea of starting our own sessions with

fun. The session covered a few important strategies and they are- 1.Planning to ensure high

academic achievement, 2. Structuring and delivering your lesson, 3.Engaging students,

4.Creating a strong classroom culture, 5.High behavioral expectations and 6.Setting high

academic expectations. It was no doubt a great learning session for the teachers.

“The main speaker was Ms. Vinita Sehgal and along with her the associate speaker was Dr. 

Achal Bhagat (senior consultant Psychiatrist and psychotherapist, Apollo hospitals). There 

were various participants from different branches of DPS whereas from DPS BARASAT. 

The webinar was so fruitful, especially in the pandemic scenario and we got to know about 

understanding mental health, negative mental health impact, myths and stigma about 

mental health, stress and its management, challenging negative thoughts and believing on 

ourselves, mental health of teachers and steps to aware response.”

-Ms. Taniya Saha and Ms. Prakriti Saha

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY
Looking after your mind

“Ms. Suchitra Sarda was the key note speaker and she is the founder of Compassionate

learning Community (CLC), India. She emphasized on how to build the core leadership

capacities in a large interconnected and interdependent society. She highlighted on the three

important current realities - personal Mastery, reflective conversations and system thinking.

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY
An introduction to compassionate systems leadership



She showed how we can lineup these qualities through the Mental Model. Ms. Sarda focused

on how to bring positivity by encouraging three ways - Grounding, Journaling and listening

deeply which was our main take away.”

-Ms. Sanchari Ray and Ms. Debapriya Saha

Virtual Teacher’s Workshop

HRDC: DPS SOCIETY
DEVELOPING VALUES IN LEARNERS: THE NEED OF THE HOUR

“Dr. Sujata Srivastava, Professor, Department of Education, Former Associate Coordinator

Inter-University Center for Teachers Education discussed about Values-its basic meaning and

needs. She classified values into basic three types: personal values, social values and

universal values. She also laid emphasis on the approaches and methods of developing values

in students of different age groups. She majorly focused on the 'Integrated approach' of

inculcating values across different subjects of the curriculum through content analysis. It was

a very informative and enriching session. We are grateful for the opportunity given to us.”

-Ms. Ishita Das and Ms. Sutandra Ghosh



“The last IKEGAI workshop was held on 30th

September 2021 through a virtual platform. It was

one of the best workshops ever attended by me.

On that day we, the students of DPS BARASAT,

were made to understand how to classify a leader

and understand his or her qualities. We were also

made to understand which qualities make a

leader- great among people. So I would like to

thank everyone who worked on this beautiful

workshop and I would like to attend this kind of

workshop again and again in the future.”

Am I A Leader?

-Projato Basu (V-A)

I have learned the following things from the

IKEGAI Workshop:-

 “I learned that if we aim to be a professional

person.

 We should stick to that aim.

 We should try our best to achieve it.

 We should follow our role model.

 We should never give up.

 First aim the hard work then receive the aim.”

Roadmap to my Goal

-Anisha Hassan (IV-A)



The session was conducted by Ms. Sanchi Bohra,

IKEGAI, MUMBAI. In today’s world it stands as a

valuable topic because it's important to ensure that the

parenting style is supporting healthy growth and

development and the way we interact with children as

parents and how we inculcate discipline in them influence

them for the rest of her life. The session not only provide

healthy strategies for parents to come out of their busy

schedule and give time to the children and manage anxiety

during the tough period of working from home, but also it

was an interactive session for parents to speak out their

issues.

PARENTING STYLES



"কী সাহস খতার!!

েুস্টুবম বেন রাত খিার।

ক্লাস খিার এ পে তুবম,

নওআর কবে ছানা,

যা ইো তাই করদি?

খুি র্ক্তজদেদছ ডানা?

আর তুবম, ইোং খলবড?

খহাোট এিাউট ইওরোবড?

িবল খতার মাথাও বক খর্দছ?

িরসা কদর খছাট িাইদক

খরদখ খর্লাম খতার কাদছ।

কমদেদের পা াঁবেদলর ওপাদর

বর্দেবছবল বক িযাপাদর?

খতাদেরবক লাদর্ না িে ডর?

ওবেদক খতা িা াঁকা মাঠ, জিল

আর একটা িাঙা ঘর।

পাদকগ খতা সিআদছ,

ওখাদনও খতা যাে খখলা

এিার িল বক করবছদল

ওবেদক বিদকলদিলা?"

"আবম না মা, বেবেই িলল খযদত,

ওখাদন নাবক কাশ িনআদছ,

িযালকবন খথদক খেদখদছ, খখদত খখদত।"

"এই খয মশাই, মযাদনজার িািু,

খতামারআের খপদে।

খেখ বক িা াঁের হদেদছ,

খতামারআেদরর খমদে।

খতামাদক িদল লাি খনই,

তুবমও ওদের েদল,

এসি খেদখওশুধু বমেবক খহদস খর্দল?"

"টঠকআদছ মযাডাম, আকাশটা খেখ,

খযন মহাকাশ, একিার খেখ খেদে,

সাো খমদঘর খিলা যাদে খকমন,

খনৌকার মত খিদে।

কািয করবছ না,

পুদজা ওদের মদন,

এ বস রুম খছদেঅপু, েুর্ গা,

ছুটদিই কাশিদন।"

-পু ি েণ্ড 
(প্রিে শ্রেদিরঅঞ্জস্মিেণ্ডম রঅদভভােি) 

োং ার উৎসে –ঐদতহয ওআধুদনিতার সংেন্ধন

উৎসি সামাক্তজক জীিদনর এক অবিদেেয অি। আমাদের সমাজ ও সাংসৃ্কবতর ধারক ও

িাহক। একো উৎসি বছল পাবরিাবরক। ক্রদম তা পাবরিাবরক র্ণ্ডী খপবরদে সি গজনীনতাে

উন্মুি হদেদছ। কাদলর পবরিতগদন উৎসদির আোদরও এদসদছ পবরিতগন। অদনক উৎসি

হাবরদে খর্দছ কাদলর গ্রাদস। খকাথাও সাংদযাজন হদেদছ নতুন উৎসদির। হাবরদে খর্দছ

আমাদের খছাটদিলাে খেখা কত ধমীে উৎসি, খযমন ইতুপুজা, েশহারা,



নিান্ন। খকাথাও আধুবনকীকরদণর গ্রাদস বিেমাণ হদে পদেদছ উৎসদির বনম গলতা, ঐবতহয।

খকাথাও আিার হাদত হাত বমবলদে েলদছ ঐবতহয ও আধুবনকীকরণ। এমনই এক

সাংবমশ্রদণর উৎসি পক্তিমিদিরনেীো খজলার শাবন্তপুদরর রাস উৎসি।

অনযতম িােীন শহর নেীোর শাবন্তপুর হিষ্ণি ধদম গর পীঠস্থান হদলও এখানকার রাস

উৎসদি শাি আর হিষ্ণি উিে ধারাই িিাবহত হদে েদলদছ। িবতিছর কাবতগক মাদসর

পূবণ গমা বতবথদত বতনবেন িযাপী অনুটষ্ঠত হে রাস উৎসি। িাে বতনশ িছদররও খিবশ পুরাদনা

ঠাকুরিাবেগুবলর রাসমঞ্চ খসদজ ওদঠ সনাতনী খিদলাোরী কা াঁদের ঝােিাবত আর িানুদস।

আরাধয খেিতা রাধা-কৃদষ্ণর যুর্লমূবতগদক িবতটষ্ঠত করা হে পুষ্পদশাবিত রাস-আসদন।

খকাথাও শুধুমাে খমামিাবতর মাোিী আদলাে আদলাবকত হে রাসমঞ্চ। খকাথাও

আধুবনকতার খছা াঁোে খসখাদন খেখা যাে হিেুযবতক আদলার খরাশনাই। বতনবেন িযাপী

অনুষ্ঠাদনর খশদষর বেন হে ‘িািারাস’। এইবেন রাসমঞ্চ খথদক খনদম শাবন্তপুদরর রাজপদথ

িেবক্ষণ কদরন শ্রী রাধাকৃদষ্ণর যুর্ল মূবত গ িিদের কা াঁদধ েদে। েরূেরূান্ত খথদক অর্বণত

মানুষ এই সমে শাবন্তপুদর আদসন। উৎসদির মাোিী আকষ গদণ, িক্তির টাদন।

ঠাকুরিাবেগুবলর সাদথ িতগমাদন বিবিন্ন সি গজনীন িাদরাোবর সবমবতগুবলও খযার্োন কদর

তাদের বিন্ন বিন্ন আরাধয খেি খেিীদের সাদথ। খকাথাও সুবিশাল মণ্ডপ আর বথমপুদজার

পযাদেদলর বিদে বিেমাণ হে সনাতনী িািধারা। খসখাদন েদল িবতদযাবর্তা --- পযাদেদলর,

িবতমার, আদলাকসিার । খকাথাও সনাতনী ঐবতহযদক িাধানয বেদত িযিহৃত হেআজও

র্যাদসরআদলা, হযাজাকিাবত।

আর্ত েশ গনাথীরা খযমন উপদিার্ কদর পযাদেল, আদলার খরাশনাই, খতমবন আিার

িক্তিরদসআপ্লুত হে ঠাকুরিাবেগুবলরঐবতহযিাহী সনাতনী বস্নগ্ধতাে।

এিাদিই সনাতদনর হাদত হাত বমবলদে আধুবনকতার আদলাে সমুজ্জ্ববলত হদে েদলদছ

শাবন্তপুদরর বিখযাত রাস উৎসি; খযখাদন খিোদিে মুদছ যাে, খকিল খথদক যাে অনাবিল

আনদন্দর খরশ।

-েষ কা িাস েণ্ড 
(দিতীয় শ্রেদিরআয়ষু্মান েণ্ডম রঅদভভাদেিা)           



From the Pages of History
– A Durga Puja that connected the Mughals to the Bengalis

Durga Puja, the second biggest carnival after Brazil’s Rio carnival, is celebrated in all its pomp

and grandeur in Kolkata. The festival has become so synonymous with the city that we often

brush aside the fact that other cities and small towns in the state of West Bengal hold the key to

some hidden gems of ‘Debi Aradhona’ that very few people know about and have been fostering

them for centuries.

The history laden city of Barasat boasts of such a puja, currently in its 414th year, that can

be said is a love letter of the Mughal Empire to this city. Because this puja was started under the

iron command of none other than Jodha Bai, Emperor Akbar’s wife, Emperor Jahangir’s mother.

It is none other than “Dakshinpara Shiber Kotha Chatterjee Barir Pujo”.

To get an insight into the centuries old rituals and iconic traditions that are still followed to the T

today, I went for a face-to-face interview with Kiran Shankar Chatterjee, the 11th descendant of

the Chatterjee clan and the pallbearer of this puja for decades now.

Jethu (Uncle), Why is this Puja known as ‘Shiber Kotha’r Pujo’?

Shankar Chattopadhyay, who started this pujo, was a Shaivya, devotee of Shiva.

He worshipped Shiva in this very mandir outside which

we are sitting. Afterwards, his great grandson bought a

Shiv linga from Orissa many years ago and established

it here, which is still worshipped to this day. The mandir

still has a marble plaque installed in 1916 by Chandra

Kumar from the 9th generation of the family, depicting

the history. Hence the name.

Kiran Chatterjee-The eleventh descendant 

of the Chatterjee Family and the kingpin of 

the Puja now for decades.



 What is the Mughal  Connection to the Chatterjee Bari (House)?

Legend has it that Shankar Chattopadhyay was the lieutenant general of the army of 

Raja Pratapaditya of Jessore, who due to Shankar’s prowess was never defeated by 

Akbar. It was when Man Singh, Akbar’s General-in-chief, attacked Bengal and Jahangir 

vanquished Pratapaditya, taking Shankar as prisoner. Legend tells that Jodha Bai once 

dreamt of worshipping Goddess Durga in her sleep and out of curiosity watched the 

rituals being performed by Shankar when he was captive of the Delhi Sultanate. It was 

under Jodha Bai’s command that Jahangir released Shankar and was instructed to start 

a Durga Puja at his residence, the expenditure to be beared by the Mughal state. He 

thereafter returned and got this Puja going in the 17th Century.

 “Wow! That makes even me proud to be part of this para 

(neighbourhood) that fosters so much history. Do you take pride in it?

More than the Mughal connection, our family takes pride in carrying on the legacy and 

passing down the rituals and traditions from one generation to the other.

 “When I was a child, my father used to tell stories about  ‘Bidhoba

Radhar Pujo’ that your family performs along Maa Durga. Is today my 

lucky day when I finally get to know about it?”

While returning from Agra to Jessore, Shankar carried two small metal idols of Krishna 

& Radha. While taking bath in the river Yamuna, the Krisha idol got washed away. 

Heartbroken, he came back and decided to celebrate Radha’s solitary existence by 

worshipping her as ‘Bidhoba Radha’ (Widowed Radha), which has now becpme an 

indispensable part of the family Puja.

Bidhoba Radha (widowed 

Radha)’s murti has been central 

to the famiy’s Durga Puja for 

over 400 years.



 What is its significance?

The significance lies in the celebration of widowhood. 

‘Bidhoba Radhar Puja inspired our previous 

generations of the family to let widows take part 

in rituals like ‘Devi Boron’ and ‘Sindoor Khela’. 

It was rebellious and iconoclastic, breaking 

through the age old superstitions and constraints

put on widows, which portrayed their participation

in Durga Puja as bad omen.  You will hardly find 

such progressive outlook elsewhere, even today!

 “Any other rituals or traditions unique to this Puja?”

There are many.  Here the ‘Kathamo’ is not newly made every year. The ‘Mul katth’ 

(foundation wood) remains the same and to it additions are made by the idol maker. Also, 

‘Debi goron’ (Idol making) starts on Janmashtami rather than Rath Yatra. Durga Puja 

here is also celebrated over a period of nine days, rather than the customary five days. 

Also, the immersion of the idol takes place before sunset as we believe no daughter should 

leave their father’s house after sunset.

 What would you want me take away from this interview?

You say for yourself. I want to hear it from you.

“ I feel that in this ever-growing, ever-adapting jungle of Modernism; though we have to

change and adapt to keep pace with it, we should stay connected to our roots and our mati

(motherland) and all it stands for. That amidst all these outward extravaganzas and shimmers

and glitters, we should never our cultural heritage, the rituals and traditions that made Durga

Puja transcend across boundaries, religion and beliefs.”

-Rohan Chatterjee

Inclusion of widows in Devi-

Boron-an iconoclastic tradition 

unique to this Puja



A Temple without an Idol

With old cities, comes old places and old stories. Somewhere three

kilometers away, from Barasat to the way of Nadibhag stands such

an old place. A Kali temple probably 500 years stands erect with its

wrecked body and blood chilling stories. the temple was the ill-

famous Raghu Dakaat's place of devotion.

During those times, the place was filled with dense forest and was the hiding place for the

notoriously known dacoits- Raghu and Vidhu. Being a great devotee of Goddess Kali, Raghu had

a spiritual connection with the Goddess. He would pray to Goddess before any of his loot. On

getting caught in one of his loots, he was so furious that he slayed the Goddess figurine in two.

Even after he continued worshipping her. Later during the years of Independence, it is said that a

idol of Basudeva was worshipped but that was stolen. After that, nobody had the courage to bring

in any idol in the temple. At present, the temple is devoid of any idol and people worship the

Banyan tree that has its roots in the centre of the temple. Mysteriously, the root somewhat

resembles a hand print and a navel.

Till date, locales had witnessed many supernatural activities taking place in the temple. It is

believed that the Goddess never refuses any of her devotees and grants all of their wishes. Lately,

the municipality is taking actions to preserve this unique temple.

-Ms. Sneha Santra and Mr. Parijat Dey



THEME puja has always been famous in KOLKATA during Durga Puja for the last

several years. Durga Puja is the biggest festival for all the Bengalis and pandel hopping

has become a craze for each and every people. Though we are still under COVID

situation but as the last year was a total threat to all of us this year somehow most

people managed to follow the Covid rules and visit the pandels to enjoy. The little

courage to go out for pandel hopping has only been possible for vaccination in wide

range. Last year was a boon for all classes of people. While this year the scenario has

quite changed. The attractive lighting, various theme based pandels and different looks

of Maa Durga has given us the flavor of Durga Puja again and also brought smiles in

those faces who has earned their daily wages through the roadside stalls outside the

pandels.

I could only visit some of the renowned pandels of South Kolkata with my family after

taking all the precautions related to Covid. I have listed some of the pandels and the

Goddess and given below are the pictures in same sequence-

 Hindustan club- Pandel

 Hindustan club- Goddess

 Bosepukur association- Pandel

 Bosepukur association- Goddess

 Ekdalia club- Pandel

 Tridhara sommeloni- Pandel
-Sneha Santra



 Bosepukur Taltola club- Pandel

 Bosepukur Taltola club- Goddess

 Desopriyo park- Pandel

 Desopriyo park- Goddess

 Statue of Goddess Durga made with the wastage of electronic gadgets at

Desopriyo park

 Singhi park- Pandel

 Singhi park- Goddess

 Ballygaunge cultural association- Pandel

 Ballygaunge cultural association- Goddess

 Hindustan park- Pandel

 Hindustan park- Goddess

- Taniya Saha



धरिी मािा ने हमे ,

नकिना कुछ नदया

िह र्ी रंग -नबरंगी ,

सभी ओर से हरी भरी ,

िस्य श्यामला

भूनम उसकी

फल फूलों से लदी -सजी

नदया सभी को सभी कुछ

अपना सियस्व अनपयि नकया,

इंसानों ने नफर भी

मााँ को रौदंा,

उसे कुचला

कुछ स्वार्ी मानिों ने

धरिी से उसका

रूप छीना,

धरिी के हरे -भरे रूप

को िीरान नकया ,

अब भी नही संभला

मानि िो इसका,

पररर्ाम भुगिना होगा ,

जीने के नलए पानी

और ऑक्सीजन

के नलए भी िडपना होगा

िो सुनो मानिों अभी

भी िक्त है संभाल जाओ

धरिी से उसका रूप ना छीनों

उसे लौर्ा दो उसके

िास्तनिक स्वरूप को,

ना करो अत्याचार मााँ पर

संभल जाओ और

लगाओ नजिना हो सके पेड

मि करो िीरान धरिी को

दे दो उसको भी जीने का अनधकार

मािा का करो सम्म्मन

िभी िुम्हारा हो सकेगा कल्यार् ।

-पूनम गुप्ता

धरिी मािा












